
 

Biglietteria per lo spettacolo 
 

         March 22 to April 29, 2023  

Kurios – Cirque du Soleil   

Under the Grand Chapiteau   
Viale Tor di Quinto – Roma   

 “What if it were possible to alter reality with the power of our imagination?"  
KURIOS -"cabinet of curiosities" by Cirque du Soleil leads the viewer into a fascinating and mysterious 
realm that disorients the senses and perceptions, to the point of wondering, "Is this real or just a figment of 
my imagination?” The doors to the "cabinet" of curiosities of an ambitious inventor, who defies the laws of 

time and space to reinvent the world around him, are accessible: unique and quirky characters guide him to a 
wonderful place, where everything ignites his imagination and his curiosities come to life one by one before 
his eyes. An upside-down world of poetry and humor where the visible becomes invisible and perspectives 
are transformed. KURIOS-"cabinet of curiosities" is a brilliant mix of unusual curiosities and breathtaking 

acrobatic feats, a true kolossal in pure Cirque du Soleil style. 

KURIOS will prove that anything is possible through the power of imagination.  
 
 

     Tue - Wed - Thurs -      Fri evening – Sat afternoon - 

  Fri afternoon – Sun evening     Sat evening – Sun afternoon 
 

Sector Full Reduced* Sector  Full Reduced* 

Premium € 89,00 € 71,00 Premium € 99,00 € 79,00  
I Sector € 72,00 € 58,00 I Sector € 82,00 € 65,50 

II Sector € 57,00 € 46,00 II Sector € 67,00 € 54,00  
III Sector € 42,00 € 33,00 III Sector € 52,00 € 41,00 

IV Sector € 29,00 € 23,21 IV Sector € 39,00 € 31,00 
 

       *Rates do not include service fees 

Tickets in electronic format 
 

Helpful info: 

- The Reduced Fare is valid for adults and children 2 years and older. Under 2 years are entitled to free admission but do not occupy a seat.  
- When requesting printing, specify whether you want paper format; if you do not specify, tickets will be issued electronically. 
- Requests should include: place, date , time, sector and number of participants. 
- Also available is the Milan stage from May 10 to June 25, 2023 

For info and booking: socicral@prontobiglietto.it    
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**Kindly note that FAO Staff Coop is in no way responsible for services provided by third parties who respond directly to clients 
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